The presentation of jewelry will be followed by several ceramic toilet accessories antique store precious essential oils, perfumes and makeup, and jewelry boxes. They will be presented anthropomorphic terracotta figurines ornaments of jewelry.
The Macedonian Cultural Center "MC Gallery" in New York on October 13 will be an exhibition "jewelry through the ages from the Republic of Macedonia", the Archaeological Museum of Macedonia. The visitors will be presented museum 68 copies of which are among the artifacts discovered on the territory of Macedonia during excavations in the past 70 years.

Director of the Archaeological Museum Merry Chestoeva today at a press conference said that the artifacts will be presented are testimony to the cultural continuity and identity, artistic trends and innovative spirit of the people who lived in this area from around 7000 BC to the late 20th century.

He pointed out that the most attractive in the ancient period, gold jewelry from the time of the Macedonian kingdom of Alexander the Great and his successors. Combined with precious stones, gold jewelry displays decorations, doves, lions, sphinxes, gods ... The exhibition shows the special status of certain persons who used their wealth in posthumous purposes.

- The early medieval period marks a time of conflicts and divisions but, above all, Christianization, which this exhibition is displayed through pieces such as bronze crosses - reliquary with Christian iconography that provides protective power of the faithful. On the other hand, the late Middle Ages shows new brilliance in making new jewelry with filigree and granulation of silver. The wonderful performance of filigree technique exudes extraordinary beauty and represents the ultimate expression of the creativity of the Macedonian traditional jewelry, said Chestoeva.

The presentation of jewelry will be followed by several ceramic toilet accessories antique store precious essential oils, perfumes and makeup, and jewelry boxes. They will be presented anthropomorphic terracotta figurines ornaments of jewelry.

A small part of the exhibition will be interactive for visitors who will have the unique opportunity to try yourself copies of several types of ancient jewelry with them to photograph appropriately adapted in space.

Commissioner of the exhibition is Jane Klekovski and associates George Altandzieva Natasha Skenderska. Exhibition at "MC Gallery" in New York will be set up on October 31.